SCIENCE FESTIVAL

Can’t decide which program to choose? Does it all just sound like too much fun to have to pick? Then why not bring the Orlando Science Center to your school for a Science Festival. We can give your students an entire day of everything our Offsite programming offers. By the end of the day, your students will feel more confident and excited about science.

SMALL SCHOOL PACKAGE
Accommodates up to 700 students - $2,000
• 2 Hands-On STEM Activities (5 sessions of each)
• 4 Live Experiences (Drone Zone or Mobile Planetarium)
• 2 KaBOOM! Live Shows
• 1 Family Science Night

LARGE SCHOOL PACKAGE
Accommodates up to 1,275 students - $2,400
• 3 Hands-On STEM Activities (5 sessions of each)
• 4 Live Experiences (Drone Zone or Mobile Planetarium)
• 2 KaBOOM! Live Shows
• 1 Family Science Night

STEM ACTIVITIES OPTIONS

Kindergarten-Grade 5
• **Blast Off:** Our Engineering Design Challenge where students can design, test, and improve their paper rockets and aim to make the farthest flying rocket the world has ever seen!
• **Superworms:** Follow the Scientific Method and come up with your own hypothesis about the preferences of our Superworms!
• **Egg Plop:** Become a materials engineer and follow the Engineering Design Process to help create a protective shield for a fragile egg.
• **Angry Birds:** Bring our life-size Angry Birds and equally life-size slingshot to learn about potential and kinetic energies
• **Mission to Mars:** Embrace your inner space engineer and collect samples from a faraway planet using Ozobots.

Grade 6-8
• **Mars Lander:** Work with a budget and the Engineering Design Process to create a reusable rocket.
• **Life Science:** Discover the inner workings of the body and how humans and the rest of the natural world are more similar than we think!
• **Egg Drop:** Use the Engineering Design Process to create a prototype rover model to protect the egg once dropped from an elevated height.
• **Angle-y Birds** Test out the effect of different projectiles and the angles being used on the pigs’ tower to see which one makes the greatest impact!

Contact us today to book your Science Festival at 407.514.2112 or classes@osc.org